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Your On-the-Job Quick Reference

Carry essential Red Hat Linux administration and troubleshooting information right in your back pocket so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on-the-spot. This handy resource covers key management topics, with an emphasis on system administration, and gives you quick solutions in an easy-to-find format. Don't leave your desk without it!

Get details on:

	Managing and securing users and groups  
	Installing software and building RPM packages  
	Using the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard (FHS)  
	Mounting, formatting, and configuring file systems  
	Managing multiple hard disks with RAID and LVM  
	Device files and modules  
	Print servers (CUPS and LPRng)  
	Kernel administration  
	Scheduling tasks and managing services  


About the Author

Richard Petersen (Berkeley, CA) has an MLIS in library and information studies and teaches UNIX and C/C++ courses at the University of California at Berkeley. He is the author of Linux: The Complete Reference (first and second editions) and Academic Press' Introductory C: Pointers, Functions, and Files.
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Executable UML: A Foundation for Model Driven ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2002
          Executable UML is a major innovation in the field of software development. It is designed to produce a comprehensive and understandable model of a solution independent of the organization of the software implementation. It is a highly abstract thinking tool that aids in the formalization...
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The Western European Loess Belt: Agrarian History, 5300 BC - AD 1000Springer, 2009
Many books on the agrarian history ofWestern Europe begin with the Middle Ages, which is quite understandable, because they are mostly based on written sources. But everybody who is interested in agriculture knows that agriculture started much earlier and also that information on that millennia-long period is provided by archaeology. Admittedly,...
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Bike, Scooter, and Chopper Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Greetings! Glad that you decided to take an interest in the best hobby you will ever know! Maybe you are already a seasoned garage hacker and have decided to build a few of the projects from this book, adding your own special modifications, of course. Or, maybe you have never thought about taking an angle grinder to a working bicycle, chopping it...
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Agricultural Biotechnology in International Development (Biotechnology in Agriculture Series)CABI Publishing, 1998

	Obtaining world food security and food self-reliance for the developing nations is a complex and difficult task, but with increased research and education, agricultural production in developing countries can be improved. Biotechnology applications, integrated into traditional systems, hold much promise in this respect. Realizing the positive...
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Information theory and statisticsPeter Smith, 1978

	Highly useful text studies logarithmic measures of information and their application to testing statistical hypotheses. Includes numerous worked examples and problems. References. Glossary. Appendix....
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A Companion to Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism (Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The essays in A Companion to Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism explore rhetoric as a practical art of deliberation and judgment, best taught and learned through concrete examples of argument, interpretation, and criticism. Historically and in our own time scholars have shown that rhetoric can very well be theorized in the strong sense that...
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